Standing, left to right: G. F. Allen '22, H. L. A. Zager '21, J. A. Buerkin '19, J. Horn '22.

Seated, left to right: E. E. Scofield '19, F. S. Britton '19, E. W. Booth '21, P. D. Appel '22, W. S. Frazier '19, W. J. Hamburger '21

**The Hypnotist Hypnotized**

There are a few sensitive about their past, but anytime—anyone's a boost!

**WALTER S. FRAZIER '19**, or Dick Warren, whatever you want to call him, doesn't need any introduction. Aside from having been leading man in three shows, and having designed scenery for two, Walt also has been stage manager for three. It is therefore not surprising to learn that Walt's specialty is a spot light man at the dress rehearsal that he didn't get the lights right for the rest of the show.

**EDWARD W. BOOTH '19**, better known as 'Scroop' Britt, plays the part of Bob Martin. 'Scroop' has showed his readiness for the show, which is a great loss, and his usual handcart combination in new and old. Walt says he doesn't care what we print about him.

**PARKE D. APPEL '22** is a new addition to Tech coast. Parke is gifted with a tenor voice and a wonderful figure, as, we are told, are all girls in Somerville, where Parke comes from.

**JULIUS A. BUERKIN '19**, or more intimately 'Ham' Buerkin, is the hypnotist, and like Frazier, is an old hand at the show. Buerkin is a most solemn individual on the stage, with the dignified, reserved characteristics of E. H. Southern, or any other great Shakespearean actor. Buerkin has a dandy little number with Freddie Britt-on, and seems to enjoy it thoroughly.

**WALTER S. FRAZIER '19** needs no more introduction than Walt Frazier. Fred is precise and nice this year, and his costume sets him off to perfection. Somehow Freddie seems to get more fun out of the show than anybody else in the cast. Even the property men stand around and admire when Freddie comes on. By the way, it is quite a compliment.

**EDWARD E. SCOFIELD '19**, better known as 'Penrod' takes the part of Albert Prudence Standish, a most interesting manner. You know, "the female of the species is more deadly than the male," and we can assure you that 'Penrod' makes quite a deadly female.

(Continued on page 6)